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ACCOUNT AND PERSPECTIVE:
H/D EXCHANGE OF PROTEINS IN SOLUTION
Advances in Protein Hydrogen Exchange by
Mass Spectrometry
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Minnesota, USA
This Hydrogen Exchange Focus Issue of the Journal of
the American Society for Mass Spectrometry highlights
new methodologies for study of hydrogen exchange by
mass spectrometry, now primed for expansion into
exciting applications in biology and genetics. Hydrogen
isotope exchange provides a unique experimental win-
dow into protein structure, dynamics and folding. Nat-
urally occurring proteins are remarkable for a number
of characteristics, the most prominent of which is spon-
taneous, cooperative folding to a single native state that
forms surface pockets and interior cavities that are sites
for highly specific binding and chemical modification of
biological ligands. The native state is of significantly
lower energy than all other compact states accessible to
that peptide chain. An important feature of native
proteins, and one thought to underlie their biological
function, is internal flexibility. Hydrogen isotope ex-
change provides information on folding to the native
state, on internal fluctuations of the native state, and on
the three-dimensional location of ligand binding sites.
Hydrogen exchange refers to replacement of labile
protein-bound hydrogen with hydrogen of different
isotopic composition in solvent water. Nitrogen-bound
hydrogens of peptide amide linkages are the most
frequently studied, and remarks here are limited to this
group, abbreviated “NHs.” Although indole NH, imi-
dazole C2H, primary amide NH2, and others are also
suitable exchange reporters, backbone amide hydro-
gens have the advantage in monitoring all parts of the
proteins simultaneously. In native proteins, the most
rapidly exchanging NHs are on the surface of the
molecule and their exchange rates approach the rates of
amide hydrogens in small oligopeptides. NHs that are
buried and intramolecularly H-bonded in the crystal
structure exchange with rates that span many orders of
magnitude. A core subset of interior NHs exchange
very slowly, and often have no detectable exchange
even after several days. A slow exchange core of NHs is
one of the most reliable indicators that a protein is in its
native state.
The fact that numerous buried NHs with no appar-
ent exposure to solvent in the crystal structure never-
theless undergo isotope exchange means that internal
rearrangements render interior backbone atoms tran-
siently available for interaction with water and catalyst
ions. Native proteins fluctuate on many time scales
about an average conformation approximated by the
crystal structure, transiently populating rare species
that may differ widely from the average in structure
and/or energy. Although neither amplitudes or fre-
quencies of protein structural fluctuations are deter-
mined, hydrogen exchange provides a unique, albeit
indirect, measure of protein internal motions [1, 2]. In
analyses of protein hydrogen exchange, kobs, the ob-
served exchange rate constant of an amide NH is
compared to kcalc, the rate constant expected for the
same NH when the peptide is fully exposed to bulk
solvent. A value of kcalc may be estimated for an NH in
a small peptide of specified sequence [3].
The hydrogen exchange measurement is deceptively
simple, and at the outset it may seem that, essentially,
slower exchange equals more diminished local motion.
However, the interpretation is more complex. In single
domain proteins, each NH may exchange by either of
two competing processes, one involving fluctuations of
the folded state, and a second involving global unfold-
ing. The dual pathway for exchange is embodied in the
two-process model, reviewed in [1] and [4].
The folded-state mechanism reports internal motions
of the native state; the global unfolding mechanism
reports reversible, cooperative folding/unfolding. Un-
der the same experimental conditions, exchange of
some NHs (usually the more rapidly exchanging) is via
the folded state mechanism, whereas exchange of other
NHs (often the very slowest) is via the global unfolding
mechanism. Occasionally, both mechanisms may con-
tribute to exchange of an NH. Conversely, when ex-
change is followed as a function of solution conditions
such as pH, temperature, or chemical denaturant, the
same NH may exchange by one mechanism under one
set of conditions, but by the other mechanism (or both)
under a second set of conditions. When the dual nature
of exchange is not taken into account, serious errors in
interpretation may occur (e.g., attribution of an ex-
change result to altered internal motions of the folded
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state, when in reality it arises from altered rates of
global folding and unfolding).
The primary exchange parameters for NH are the
observed exchange rate constant, kobs, and the protec-
tion factor, P, given by the ratio kcalc/kobs. For an NH
exchanging by the global unfolding mechanism, under
some conditions, kobs and kcalc may be used to compute
the global folding/unfolding equilibrium constant, and
the related value of DG for the transition [1, 2, 4].
Advances From Mass Spectrometry
The original demonstration of hydrogen exchange in
proteins was based on exquisite density gradient mea-
surement of the isotopic composition of vapor trapped
from lyophilized samples of protein after various
1H–2H exchange times [5]. Advances in the early 1960s
improved measurement of bulk exchange kinetics;
methods included monitoring 1H–3H exchange after
rapid filtration/dialysis, and monitoring 1H–2H ex-
change by intensity changes of amide II bands in IR
spectra (reviewed in [5]). In bulk exchange experiments,
the average number of hydrogens exchanged per mol-
ecule protein is measured as a function of time, and
exchange rate constants for specific hydrogens are not
determined. By the end of the 1970s, with the advent of
high field NMR spectrometers, methods for determina-
tion of rate constants from assigned proton peaks in 1H
NMR spectra were developed [6]. With the burgeoning
of multidimensional NMR methods, the field of protein
hydrogen exchange has flourished [4, 7]. In the most
common NMR hydrogen exchange experiment, an out-
exchange rate constant is obtained from the decay rate
of each assigned 1H peak after the protein is dissolved
in 2H2O. Other important quenched-flow NMR meth-
ods for study of exchange protection during the folding
process have also been developed [8]. At present, the
hydrogen exchange field is on the cusp of a new
advancement in methodology, mass spectrometric de-
termination of 1H–2H exchange.
Techniques joining solution phase hydrogen ex-
change and mass spectrometric measurement of the
isotope composition of proteins and peptides, termed
hydrogen exchange by MS, were pioneered by Smith
and associates. After demonstrating feasibility [9, 10],
they applied the methods to a class of proteins beyond
the reach of NMR study, and opened the field to
multimeric, multidomain proteins [11–13]. Clear advan-
tages of hydrogen exchange by MS are the small con-
centrations of protein required (micromolar instead of
millimolar), the lack of a requirement for completely
purified proteins, and time resolution over a very broad
dynamic range. NMR methods retain the advantage of
atomic resolution, but MS methods are moving rapidly
in that direction. The development of front-end meth-
ods for fast proteolysis and peptide separation just prior
to the MS measurement provides medium-resolution
data that are rich in submolecular detail. Out-exchange
of NHs in the intact protein may be determined as the
average number of sites exchanged per molecule, or as
the average number of sites exchanged per peptide
fragment. From fits to deuterium levels in peptide
fragments determined as a function of time, estimates of
individual exchange rate constants of NHs within the
peptide are made [12, 14]. Newer methods for determi-
nation of individual rate constants for single amide
hydrogens are on the MS horizon [15].
In addition to out-exchange experiments, hydrogen
exchange by MS has been extended to various
quenched-flow techniques for determining rates of ex-
change during folding and unfolding. Although mod-
eled on NMR experiments of a similar nature [8, 16], a
number of new experimental variations are possible
with MS [13, 17–19]. The article in this issue from the
Smith group (Deng et al.) demonstrates the versatility
of electrospray ionization mass spectrometry experi-
ments in quenched-flow studies of protein folding. For
the same proteolytic peptides, a comparison is made
between isotope patterns during continuous out-ex-
change after addition of moderate amounts of the
denaturant, urea, and isotope patterns during pulsed-
labeling at different times after the addition of urea. The
results provide new, structurally resolved, information
about the folding/unfolding processes of a large mul-
timeric protein, aldolase, including rates, equilibrium
constants, and order of domain folding.
The application of mass spectrometry to protein
hydrogen exchange not only extends the method to
large, complex proteins not amenable to NMR study, it
explores new aspects of the exchange process. Experi-
ments of Dobson, Miranker and associates [17, 20], and
of Robertson and associates [21] demonstrate that, even
for single domain proteins, hydrogen exchange is best
characterized by the tandem use of both NMR and mass
spectrometry. Two methods give complementary, not
redundant, information. NMR gives the average hydro-
gen isotope level at many individual sites; MS gives, for
each peptide, the molecular weight distribution as well
as the isotope composition. The presence of bimodal
mass to charge ratio (m/z) patterns indicates correlated
exchange of all NHs within the peptide. The ability to
detect correlated exchange is especially important, as it
provides the basis for more detailed description of the
folding and exchange processes.
Other very interesting applications of MS to hydro-
gen exchange are illustrated in articles in this issue of
JASMS. In Wang et al., Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometry identifies a small but
functionally important calcium-induced conformational
change in human cardiac troponin C. The results are
particularly significant in terms of methods develop-
ment because the conformational response is not detect-
able by NMR. In another calcium regulated protein,
calmodulin, the conformational response to calcium is
characterized by Nemirovskiy et al. using electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry. Cosolvent-induced con-
formational changes in bradykinin, an a-melanocyte
stimulating hormone, and melittin are shown by
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MALDI-TOF methods in the contribution from
Figueroa and Russell. An informative discussion of the
relative merits of ESIMS versus MALDI for hydrogen
exchange determinations is included. Further extending
MS hydrogen exchange methods to large, functionally
significant proteins, Resing et al. use rapid proteolysis
and peptide separation coupled to electrospray ioniza-
tion MS to characterize the hydrogen exchange of signal
transduction kinase ERK2.
A challenge for those developing methods for hydro-
gen exchange by MS is advancement of analytical tools
for interpretation of hydrogen exchange results of mul-
timeric and multidomain proteins and protein com-
plexes. The existing analyses, such as the two-process
model [1, 4] and ‘EX1/EX2’ expression [5], were devel-
oped for small, single domain proteins. In complex
proteins, additional processes, such as quaternary asso-
ciation/dissociation and large domain folding/unfold-
ing, can influence hydrogen exchange because they are
often linked to folded state exchange, global unfolding,
and ligand binding.
Promises of Hydrogen Exchange by MS
Hydrogen exchange by MS is in its initial stages, and
the future is bright for important new biological appli-
cations. The same or similar techniques now developed
for large proteins may be applied to supramolecular
complexes such as protein-nucleic acid complexes,
chaperones, and other important heterologous cellular
assemblies. Because small amounts of semipurified
samples may be used in hydrogen exchange by MS, the
method is ideal for characterization of ligand binding
sites in complex proteins, and for probing quaternery-
interactions.
Exciting prospects for mass spectrometry exist in
structural and functional genomics [22–24]. These refer
to accelerated throughput, semiautomated methods
now being developed for determination and/or predic-
tion of protein structure and function from the ever-
growing DNA sequence outputs of the genome projects
of humans and other organisms. It is estimated that half
to one-third of the DNA sequences give protein se-
quences of no known structure or function, and no
indication of three-dimensional relatedness to any pro-
tein whose three-dimensional structure and function is
reported. The task is to express unknown proteins from
their genes, and to determine experimentally their
structures and functions. Plans for structural genomics
methods presently include X-ray crystallographic and
NMR, and the addition of hydrogen exchange by MS
could add very useful, time saving information to the
projects. This is because the slow exchange core of a
protein, easily determined by MS on small semipurified
samples, points to the sequences that very likely form
tightly packed secondary structure [4], and these data
can be incorporated into algorithms for structure deter-
mination and for structure prediction.
Another exciting, potential future direction for hy-
drogen exchange by MS is its use in identifying, from a
panel of candidate folded proteins, those that have truly
“native” states. Demonstration of a slow exchange core,
even when medium resolution sequence assignments
are not made, is the best evidence that a peptide folds to
a single low energy state. This is not usually the case, as
random peptides generally either self-aggregate or col-
lapse to an equilibrating collection of compact struc-
tures. Only if there is a single low energy state can one
begin to design or select novel binding and catalytic
sites on new proteins. Candidate panels are selected
from libraries of random or designed peptides. Librar-
ies of random peptides are produced by biological
expression of random DNA sequences, or by stepwise
solid phase synthesis. The idea is to discover new
sequences that can, like naturally occurring proteins,
fold spontaneously to a compact native state. This is the
first step in producing novel proteins for medical or
industrial use that mimic the folding and molecular
recognition specificity of natural proteins.
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